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This research was conducted to describe how movie script was used in reading text class and to find out the students’ and teacher’s problems in using movie script in reading texts. The subject of the research was the second grade students of SMP Wiyatama Bandar Lampung. The qualitative descriptive research was applied to describe the process of using movie script in teaching reading text.

The data were collected by using two instruments: classroom observation note and questionnaire for the students. From the result of the research, the researcher found that there were some active and interesting activities in the teaching reading process by using movie script as a media. While the researcher found some problems for the students and the teacher by using movie script in the process of teaching learning reading text.

After the researcher observed the process of teaching learning reading text by using movie script, it was suggested that teacher will be able as alternately apply movie script as a media in teaching reading text class and broad up their way of
thinking in all factors that influenced the success of the process in reading text class by using movie script. By using movie script as a media, the teacher can teach the students creatively and innovatively while the students are interested to learn reading text differently.